USING LEXILE TO FIND "JUST RIGHT BOOKS"

USING THE DBE LIBRARY'S CATALOG
WHAT IS A LEXILE SCORE/RANGE?

A LEXILE IS ONE WAY TO MEASURE, QUANTITATIVELY, A STUDENT'S READING LEVEL.

A LEXILE SCORE IS OBTAINED THROUGH MAP TESTING IN SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

A LEXILE RANGE IS A 150 PT RANGE (100 BELOW AND 50 ABOVE) THE LEXILE SCORE GENERATED BY THE MAP TEST.

A LEXILE SCORE OF 691, FOR EXAMPLE, WOULD HAVE A RANGE OF 591-741.
USING THE SOURCE/POWER SCHOOL TO FIND A LEXILE SCORE

https://ps.seattleschools.org/public/
Happy Valentines Day!

February 14, 2014 — Uncategorized

We had a busy week this week, Valentines and Friendship books, guessing how much?, reading more of the newest Newberry Award winning novel Flora and Ulysses: The Illuminated Adventures, and wrapping our brains around dichotomous keys (check this dichotomous CANDY key out)! For more information on what is happening in your child’s class during library time, be sure to follow the links above.

On a day like today I LOVE to share a few jokes:

Q: What do you call a very small valentine?
A: A valentiny!
SELECT BAGLEY ELEM SCHOOL FROM THE LIST PROVIDED
LOOK FOR THE READING PROGRAMS DROP DOWN MENU
SELECT LEXILE AND ENTER YOUR STUDENT'S LEXILE RANGE THEN HIT RETURN/GO
Our search returned 789 titles within our selected Lexile range.

You can click on any title to get additional information including summary, additional reading leveling systems and reading interest levels.
CHECK AVAILABILITY AT THE DBE LIBRARY OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL PUBLIC LIBRARY.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT YOUR LIBRARIAN

REBECCA WYNKOOP - RLWYNKOOP@SEATTLESCHOOLS.ORG